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SECTION LAS 4... cccsecovesonasevsescassuaecceveetess saeercoresesennensseesunesnyescuuecssSactsssseoneeeess [60 marks] 

Give the evidence which advocates that the prokaryotes were the initial 

forms of life on earth. 

Describe the main characteristics that the first living organisms may 

have had? 

Elucidate the “RNA world” concept. 

Give a description of the evolution of Cyanobacteria. 

Write the proof which support the endosymbiosis hypothesis. 

Rationalize the usage of ribosomal molecules in microbial systematics. 

Describe the steps involved in identifying bacteria using 16SrRNA 

analysis. 

In microbial systematics, what are signatures sequences? 

. Describe the FISH technology and its uses. 

10. List common properties between domains Archaea and Eukarya? 
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1. Describe the major phenotypic characteristics used in bacterial 

systematics. 

2. Explain the concept of ribotyping. 

Section B: Essays Section 

1. Synthesize a thorough essay illustrating the differences between the 

domain Archaea and domain Bacteria. In your essay consider the diversity 

of the Bacteria and Archaea using the main groups in these domains. 

Envision that you are a microbes researcher working the Namib Desert of 
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[60 marks] 

(30 marks) 

Namibia and that you are sufficiently convinced that you have discovered a new 

bacteria from Namib desert soil samples. Describe the process of naming this new 

bacterial species including evidence generation that this bacterium is indeed a 

new species. (30 marks)


